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SUMMARY
Early B cell development is characterized by large-
scale Igh locus contraction prior to V(D)J recombina-
tion to facilitate a highly diverse Ig repertoire. How-
ever, an understanding of the molecular architecture
that mediates locus contraction remains unclear. We
have combined high-resolution chromosome confor-
mation capture (3C) techniques with 3D DNA FISH to
identify three conserved topological subdomains.
Each of these topological folds encompasses a
major VH gene family that become juxtaposed in
pro-B cells via megabase-scale chromatin looping.
The transcription factor Pax5 organizes the subdo-
main that spans the VHJ558 gene family. In its
absence, the J558 VH genes fail to associate with
the proximal VH genes, thereby providing a plausible
explanation for reduced VHJ558 gene rearrange-
ments in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells. We propose
that Igh locus contraction is the cumulative effect
of several independently controlled chromatin sub-
domains that provide the structural infrastructure to
coordinate optimal antigen receptor assembly.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanisms that govern V gene usage in VDJ rearrange-
ments are central to understanding the formation of the BCR
and TCR repertoires. Chromatin conformation and coordinated
chromosomal movements govern the clustering of genes in tran-
scription machines and the matrix of interactions specifying reg-
ulatory element associations. The Igh locus undergoes several
different chromosomal movements that ensure developmental-
stage and lineage-specific DNA recombination and transcription
including relocation from the nuclear periphery to the center and
re-organization of the Igh locus chromatin topology during B cell
ontogeny (Fuxa et al., 2004; Kosak et al., 2002; Sayegh et al.,
2005). In the mouse, there are 100 functional VH gene seg-
ments that are scattered over 2.5 Mb of the Igh locus that
must recombine with a rearranged DJH element assembled
from 1 of 8–12 DH and one of four JH gene segments. In primary
pro-B cells of the bone marrow (BM), RAG recombinase medi-
ates V(D)J or VJ joining for both Ig H and L chain genes. However,
the molecular mechanism by which the distal VH genes gain
spatial proximity to the rearranged DHJH gene segments remains
obscure.
Chromatin compaction has been studied extensively by cyto-
logical methods. Three-dimensional (3D) DNA fluorescent in situ
hybridization (FISH) studies in pro-B cells indicate that the Igh
locus contracts, and this process is inferred to juxtapose distal
VH genes near to proximal DH segments to promote V(D)J joining
(Fuxa et al., 2004; Jhunjhunwala et al., 2008; Kosak et al., 2002).
Locus contraction requires the transcriptional regulators, Pax5,
YY1, and Ikaros (Fuxa et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007; Reynaud
et al., 2008). Loss of Igh locus compaction is correlated with
the biased usage of the proximal VH gene segments (Hesslein
et al., 2003). The degrees of locus compaction are inferred
from relationships of interprobe nuclear distances versus
genomic distances. However, FISH-based measurements have
limited resolution (100–1,000 nm), and it has been difficult to
ascertain the identity of specific DNA sequences that mediate
locus contraction. The advent of chromosome conformation
capture (3C) and relatedmethods allows examination of pairwise
chromatin interactions at the molecular level (1–100 nm) in cell
populations (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). 3C-based methods can
delineate long-range chromatin looping interactions and have
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been successfully used to reveal large-scale chromatin organi-
zations that are congruent with FISH studies (Bickmore and
van Steensel, 2013). However, looping interactions specifying
locus contraction remain poorly defined, and one recent study
has suggested that distal VH gene contacts with DHJH elements
are stochastic (Medvedovic et al., 2013).
Chromosomes are organized into higher-order spatial archi-
tectures of multiple length scales (Gibcus and Dekker, 2013). In-
dependent compartments of euchromatin and heterochromatin
form at intermediate length scales of 1–10 Mb within chromo-
somal territories (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Chromatin is
further organized into megabase-sized topologically associating
domains (TADs) that represent spatial zones of high-frequency
self-interacting chromatin contacts (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora
et al., 2012). Many TADs show a high degree of alignment with
discrete transcriptionally repressive nuclear lamina-associated
domains (LADs) that occur at variable stages of development
(Nora et al., 2012). Although TADs are conserved between
mouse and human and are invariant during development, focal
facultative chromatin folding regulating gene expression can
occur on the sub-megabase scale without changing TAD organi-
zation (Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012). We reasoned that
mapping Igh locus chromatin topologies might allow identifica-
tion of functional long-range interactions and their underlying
loop anchors that mediate locus contraction.
Here, we examine the relationship between higher-order chro-
matin structure and gene function at several levels using the
3C-based methodology, chromosome conformation capture
carbon-copy (5C), in combination with 3D DNA FISH. We find
that the Igh locus spans a multi-megabase-sized topological
fold that, in turn, corresponds remarkably well to the previously
described Igh LAD (Zullo et al., 2012). We find a nested hierarchy
of constitutive chromatin interactions that serve to structure
conserved sub-topologies within the Igh topological fold that
range in size from 0.44 to 1.1 Mb. At the pro-B cell stage of
development, these subdomains achieve spatial proximity by
means of chromatin looping over multi-megabase-scale dis-
tances to collectively generate locus contraction. We find that
the transcription factor Pax5 is required for specific pro-B cell
looping interactions, and these contacts are independent of
the cis-regulatory element, Em. We provide amolecular definition
of locus contraction by identifying loop anchor sites that are key
mediators of this process and consider the functional implica-
tions of hierarchical layers of chromatin folding and compaction
on VH gene usage and IgH diversity.
RESULTS
The Igh Locus Is Organized as a Compartment with
Several Sub-topological Domains
Comprehensive genome-wide mapping of chromatin architec-
ture using HiC is based on proximity ligation chromosome
conformation capture (3C) assays and permits visualization of
higher-order chromosomal landscapes (Lieberman-Aiden
et al., 2009). To gain insight into the chromatin organization of
the Igh locus, HiC data for chromosome 12 from an AMuLV
pro-B cell line (Zhang et al., 2012) and embryonic stem (ES) cells
(Dixon et al., 2012) generated in a different studies were
analyzed. The 2D interaction matrices constructed using
100-kb binning analyses shows all pairwise interaction fre-
quencies captured by HiC along chromosome 12 for the pro-B
cell line (Figure 1A, upper panel). The diagonal reflects interac-
tion frequencies along the chromosome between fragments
that are neighbors in the genome, whereas color off the diagonal
represents long-range looping interactions. The frequency of
interactions is inversely related to the genomic distance sepa-
rating the pair of restriction fragments. The Igh locus, indicated
by the blue circle, is located close to the telomeric end of chro-
mosome 12 (Figure 1A, upper panel). TADs are discrete blocks,
spanning on average 0.8 Mb in mammalian cells and range up to
several megabases, within which the pairwise contacts are rela-
tively frequent and are relatively conserved between cell types
(Dixon et al., 2012; Nora et al., 2012). TADs are visible along
the diagonal of chromosome 12 and are readily evident in an
expanded view of the HiC heatmap (Figure 1A, lower panel).
Compartments are large chromosomal domains spanning
A B
Figure 1. The Igh Locus Partitions into a 2.9-Mb TAD and Conserved
Topological Subdomains
(A) (Upper panel) Normalized HiC interaction frequencies from an AMuLV
pro-B cell line (adapted from Zhang et al., 2012) representing chromosome 12
is displayed as a 2D heatmap binned at 100 kb resolution. HiC sequencing
reads are indicated by the color (red) intensity from interacting pairs of Hind III
fragments. Gray pixels indicate areas of low uniquely mapped reads or regions
with many large restriction fragments (>100 kb). (Lower panel) HiC data from
chromosome 12 (107,500,000–121,200,000,0; mm9) are shown aligned to a
UCSC Genome Browser snapshot showing chromatin immunoprecipitation
sequencing (ChIP-seq) for CTCF (Lin et al., 2012) and Dam-ID lamin B1 data
(Peric-Hupkes et al., 2010) in the indicated cell types.
(B) 5C analyses of the 2.9-Mb Igh locus in MEF, Rag-deficient pro-B cells, and
the AMuLV pro-B cell line, D345. Normalized 5C data underwent binning
analysis (bin size, 150,000 kb; step size, 15 kb). Topological subdomains
A and C are indicated by the solid blue outline and B by dashed blue lines. The
heatmaps are scaled as follows: MEF 37-1840, Rag2/ pro B cells: 19-1254,
D345: 89-6355.
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several megabases that preferentially interact with other com-
partments (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009) and are visible as a
plaid pattern off the diagonal (Figure 1A, upper panel). Compart-
ments tend to be cell type or differentiation stage specific. The
Igh locus is encompassed within a single 2.9-Mb self-associ-
ating domain that is pro-B cell stage specific as it is absent in
ES cells (Figure 1A, lower panel; also see Figure S1). However,
the Igh domain is also a relatively autonomous unit since it inter-
acts infrequently with other compartments (Figure 1A, upper
panel). Thus, Igh topological fold is largely insulated from other
chromosome 12 contacts. We refer to the spatial arrangement
of the Igh locus as an insulated topological fold (i-TOF).
The Igh locus is associated with the nuclear lamina (NL) in non-
lymphoid cells and multipotent progenitors but relocates away
from the NL to the transcriptionally permissive nuclear center
in lineage committed pro-B cells (Zullo et al., 2012). We investi-
gated the relationship between the Igh i-TOF and LAD by
leveraging previously constructed maps of genome-NL interac-
tions established using laminB1 (LMNB1) DNA adenine methyl-
transferase identification (DamID) protocols (Peric-Hupkes
et al., 2010; Zullo et al., 2012). We aligned LMNB1-DamID
maps along with HiC data from a segment of chromosome 12
that spans the Igh locus and its flanking regions (Figure 1A, lower
panel). In embryonic stem cells (ESC) and mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEF), the Igh LAD is essentially coincident with the
Igh locus as indicated by the blue rectangle (Figure 1A, lower
panel; also see Figure S2 and Table S1). Furthermore, in MEF
and ESC, the activating histone modifications H3K4me1 and
H3K27Ac are underrepresented throughout the transcriptionally
silent Igh LAD, whereas these marks are present in flanking re-
gions (Figure S2). In marked contrast, H3K4me1 is enriched
across the transcriptionally active Igh locus in pro-B cells (Fig-
ure S2), and the LAD is absent (Zullo et al., 2012). Our finding
that the Igh LAD and i-TOF are coincident is intriguing since it im-
plies that developmentally regulated DNA elements differentially
contribute to chromatin organizational features supporting LAD
and i-TOF scaffolds.
A counterpoint to the loss of Igh LAD NL-association in pro-B
cells is the acquisition of CTCF and cohesin (Rad21) binding.
CTCF is an architectural protein that contributes to the establish-
ment of a 3D spatial organization of chromatin fibers and to Igh
locus compaction (Degner et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2011a). Cohe-
sin is a highly conserved multiprotein complex that includes
Rad21, functions during DNA replication to mediate the associ-
ation of sister chromatids, and is an interaction partner with
CTCF (Seitan and Merkenschlager, 2011). Using publically avail-
able datasets, we observe that CTCF decorates the Igh locus in
pro-B cells, and its binding largely coincides with the cohesin
subunit, Rad21, in accord with earlier studies (Figure 1A, lower
panel; also see Figure S2) (Degner et al., 2009). CTCF occupancy
is greatly diminished in MEF, as previously noted (Degner et al.,
2009), as well as in ESC, and thymus (Figure 1, lower panel; Fig-
ure S1). The absence of CTCF binding was not due to a technical
failure of the assay since CTCF abundance was high in region
flanking the Igh locus for ESC, MEF, and thymus (Figure 1A,
lower panel; Figure S1). Genome-wide CTCF binding occurs
both at invariant sites that are conserved between species and
tissues and at sites that show cell-type-specific distribution
(Cuddapah et al., 2009). It is striking therefore that occupancy
of the Igh locus with CTCF, Rad21, and activating histone marks
occurs across the entire i-TOF and is contemporaneous with
disengagement from the NL. These observations strongly imply
that the Igh LAD provides a regulated framework in which alter-
ations in nuclear positioning and chromatin structure occur in a
domain-wide fashion during B cell development.
Unique Topological Substructures in the Igh Locus
To examine cell-type-specific patterns of higher-order chro-
matin organization in the Igh locus at high resolution, we per-
formed 5C in a massively parallel manner at distinct stages of
B cell development. 5C, a high-throughput derivative of 3C, in-
volves selective amplification of chromatin interactions captured
by proximity ligation and permits definition of chromatin struc-
ture at the level of single restriction fragments (Figure S3A). An
alternating forward and reverse 5C primer design interrogated
in cis over 12,000 potential Igh long-range interactions and 525
interactions at the chromosome 5 gene desert, using two biolog-
ical replicates of MEFs and Rag-deficient pro-B cells, as
described (Kumar et al., 2013) and an Abelson-transformed
Rag2-deficient pro-B cell line, D345 (Figure S3B). We assessed
our 5C results by examining the consistency between biological
replicates. Heatmaps of our raw 5C data were similar for biolog-
ical replicates at both the Igh locus and the chromosome 5 gene
desert (Figure S3C). 5C signals were well correlated between
biological replicates (pro-B 1 versus pro-B 2, Spearman correla-
tion coefficient 0.723; MEF1 versusMEF2, Spearman correlation
coefficient 0.888) when considering counts for all fragment com-
binations and indicate that the 5C libraries are high quality and
consistent between replicates.
We visualized the normalized 5C heatmaps for MEF, Rag2-
deficient pro-B cells, and the D345 cell line (Figure 1B; also
see Table S2). The 5C data were submitted to binning analyses
over 150 kb revealing that high-density chromatin contacts
occurred preferentially within two subdomains A and C, 0.44
and 1.2 Mb, respectively, indicated by the intense red color
and demarcated by the blue boxes (Figure 1B). A weaker set
of interactions occurred within subdomain B (indicated by the
dashed blue box). The overall locations and sizes of the subdo-
mains are conserved in MEFs, pro-B cells, and D345 cells indi-
cating constancy of genomic folding patterns in different
cell types (Figure 1B). However, in primary pro-B cells subdo-
main A also appears to encompass the 30 end of the Igh locus
including the B-cell-specific 30Ea enhancer and highlights poten-
tial lineage-specific looping interactions (Figure 1B). The disposi-
tion of the 30Ea enhancer is examined in greater detail in the
sections below where direct sample to sample comparison of
5C interaction frequencies are analyzed.
We next examined the distribution of VH gene families with
respect to Igh topological folds. The C57Bl/6 mouse strain con-
tains 195 VH genes that are arrayed across 2.4 Mb of the Igh
locus (Johnston et al., 2006). The J558 gene cluster, located at
the distal 50 end of the locus, is the largest grouping of VH exons
(Figure 1B). The 7183 VH gene family comprises the next largest
group (0.4 Mb) and is situated at the proximal end of the locus
closely abutting the DH segment cluster. The intermediate VH
genes are composed of ten smaller families of VH genes
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(0.5 Mb) located between the 7183 and J558 families (Fig-
ure 1B). Topological subdomain A spans from around the in-
tronic Em through the JH and DH clusters and includes proximal
7183 VH genes (Figure 1B). Notably, in pro-B cells, subdomain
A extends from 30Ea enhancer and through the proximal 7183
VH genes (Figure 1B). The 3
0 end of topological subdomain C is
close to the boundary for the J558 genes (Johnston et al.,
2006). The two highly structured topological blocks, A and C,
are separated by the less structured B interval spanning most
of the intermediate VH genes (Figure 1B). Thus, VH gene families
are discretely segregated within specific topological folds. Con-
servation of the topological fold structure of the Igh locus in MEF
and pro-B cells suggests that many chromatin interactions are
constitutive and conserved through mouse development. Loop-
ing interactions unique to pro-B cells could be obscured by a
plethora of constitutive interactions common to MEF and pri-
mary pro-B cells.
Igh Locus Spatial Organization Defined by Constitutive
and Cell-type-Specific Chromatin Contacts
We explored whether focal facultative chromatin contacts be-
tween subdomains A (DH/JH) and C (distal VH) contribute to
unique chromatin folding in pro-B cells. First, we constructed a
difference heatmap generated by subtracting MEF from primary
pro-B 5C normalized datasets to identify pro-B cell- (red inten-
sities) and MEF- (blue intensities) specific interactions (Fig-
ure 2A). The difference heatmap allows visualization of the
relative frequencies of looping interactions within pro-B and
MEF chromatin samples. The heatmap is aligned with the VH
gene families and the Igh topological subdomains A–C, oriented
along the x and y axis, respectively. We found two groups of very
long-range pro-B cell-specific interactions that are indicated by
the dashed circles off the diagonal (Figure 2A). The first group
(green dashed circles) is anchored by 30Ea and associates with
several sites including Em and site I located at the 30- and
50 ends of topological subdomain A, respectively (Figure 2A).
The second group of contacts, anchored at site I (gray dashed
circles), are termed meta-long-range loops (or meta-loops) as
they span exceptionally long distances between topological
subdomains (Figure 2A). Looping contacts anchored at sites I,
II, II.5, III, Friend of site I a (FrOStI a), and FrOStI b are enriched
in the primary pro-B cells (orange circles along the diagonal)
are not evident in MEF and are distinct from interactions previ-
ously noted (Guo et al., 2011a; Jhunjhunwala et al., 2008)
(Figure 2A). Site I anchors chromatin looping with sites in sub-
domain B (FrOStI a and FrOStI b) and subdomain C (sites II,
II.5, and III) containing the intermediate and distal VH genes,
respectively (Figures 2A and 2B). The simultaneous engagement
of these loop anchors that span the entire Igh locus may be
responsible for locus contraction. Sites I, II, III, and FrOStIa
A B
C D
Figure 2. Developmentally Programmed
Reorganization of the Igh Locus Chromatin
Architecture in Pro-B Cells
(A) A difference plot (pro-B cells minus MEF)
was calculated using normalized 5C signals
(150-kb bins, 15-kb step). Elevated 5C reads
in pro-B (red intensities) or MEF (blue intensities)
or constitutive (white). Dots are 30Ea (red),
Em (blue), and IGCR1 (black). Looping inter-
actions associated with 30Ea (dashed green
circles). Sites I (115,100,000–115,239,000;
139 kb), II (115,949,000–116,069,000; 120 kb),
II.5 (116,665,000–116,770,000; 105 kb),
III (116,784,000–116,874,000; 90 kb), FrOStIa
(115,411,000–115,451,000; 40 kb), and FrOStIb
(115,819,000–115,859,000; 40 kb) are indicated
along the diagonal (orange circles), and looping
interactions off the diagonal are shown (dashed
gray circles). Genomic coordinates are chr12,
mm9. VH gene families and topological sub-
domains A–C are indicated.
(B) A diagram of topological subdomains A (pink),
B (yellow), and C (blue) boxes with Em and 30Ea, as
indicated. Sites I-III are shown (yellow circles).
Gray rectangular arms extending from 30Ea indi-
cate increased interactions in pro-B cells. The
pro-B-cell-specific loops are shown (blue arches).
(C) Scatterplot of 5C interactions (colored dots)
(constitutive, gray; pro-B cell, red;MEF, blue). Cell-
type-specific interactions were >3-fold above the
constitutive frequency (see Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures).
(D) The pro-B and MEF-specific 5C interactions
defined in (C) are plotted as 2D heatmaps (100-kb
bins, 10-kb step). The frequency of 5C reads is
indicated by the color key, and gray indicates the
absence of interactions.
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display CTCF, Rad21, and Mediator1 binding. Detailed analyses
of these sites are under way and will be reported separately.
To further examine the involvement of sites I-II-III in defining
pro-B cell chromatin topologies, we normalized the 5C datasets
using the chromosome 5 gene desert interactions as a denomi-
nator (Supplemental Information; Tables S3, S4, and S5; Fig-
ure S4). Chromatin interactions within the gene desert do not
change in different cell types. Our method produces an interac-
tion frequency that is directly comparable between experiments
and permits detection of significant fragment-to-fragment loop-
ing contacts above the expected background interactions. Igh
interactions are identified that are common to both MEF and
pro-B cells (gray dots) or preferentially expressed in pro-B cells
(red dots) or MEF cells (blue dots) (Figure 2C). Constitutive 5C in-
teractions (66%; gray dots) differed less than 3-fold between
MEF and pro-B cells, whereas interactions that displayed a
greater than a 3-fold difference were defined as cell type spe-
cific. Interactions that were exclusively detected in pro-B or
MEF cells are located along the x or y axis, respectively (Fig-
ure 2C). We examined the pro-B and MEF-specific interactions
in 2D heatmaps to discover cell-type-specific looping interac-
tions. We found that interactions involving 30Ea were elevated
in pro-B cells and were nearly undetectable in MEF (Figure 2D).
Frequent chromatin contacts are detected in pro-B cells be-
tween 30Ea with Em, IGCR1, and site I, and site I with FrOStIa,
FrOStIb, site II.5, and site III (Figure 2D). We and others have pre-
viously noted pro-B-cell-specific chromatin looping anchored at
30Ea and associated with Em and IGCR1 (Degner et al., 2009;
Guo et al., 2011a, 2011b; Kumar et al., 2013). Our findings indi-
cate that locus contraction results from pro-B-cell-specific focal
facultative chromatin associations through site I and not from
random compaction of the locus (Figure 2B).
Spatial Proximity of Loop-Attachment Sites I-III Is Pro-B
Cell Specific
Assays based on 3C detect the average chromatin interaction
frequency in a cell population. We used 3D DNA FISH to inde-
pendently assess the chromatin interaction frequency between
specific anchor sites in single cells. We first tested the prediction
that two loci within a TAD are spatially closer to each other than
two loci that are separated by the same genomic distance but
situated in adjacent domains. For this, we used bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) probes H14, RI, and RII that are separated
by 877 kb (H14-RI) and 895 kb (RI-RII), respectively (Figure 3A)
in quantitative 3D-FISH analyses. H14 maps 100 kb outside
the 2.9-Mb Igh TAD indicated byHi-C, and RI and RII correspond
closely to sites I and II identified by 5C (Figure 3A). Quantitative
three-color 3D-FISH analyses in primary pro-B cells from
RAG2-deficient mice showed that spatial distances between
RI-RII probes were, on average, significantly smaller than H14-
RI inter-probe distances (Figures 3B–3D). These observations
confirmed that sites I and II lay within the Igh i-TOF, whereas
H14 did not. The frequent superposition of probes RI and RII in
pro-B cells (approximately 70% of nuclei examined) strongly
supported the identification of long-distance interactions be-
tween sites I and II by 5C.
5C analysis indicated that long distance interactions between
sites I, II, and III were enriched in pro-B cells and underrepre-
sented in MEFs (Figure 2). To independently assess cell lineage
specificity of these interactions, we performed 3D-FISH using
Rag2-deficient pro-B and non-B lineage cells. BAC probe RIII
corresponded closely to site III identified by 5C, and the three
probes were separated by equidistant genomic intervals (Fig-
ure 3A). All three pairwise FISH signals between probes RI-RII,
RII-RIII, and RI-RIII were essentially super-imposed in 60%–
80% of pro-B cell alleles (Figures 3E–3H; also see Table S6).
This was most remarkable for RI-RIII interactions where the
probes are located almost 2 Mb apart. In contrast, probes RI-
RIII were spatially clustered in only approximately 18% of
non-B lineage cells (Figures 3E and 3F), suggesting a major
reduction in co-location. However, there is also a degree of
intrinsic association that was independent of cell lineage. The
conserved topological subdomains that are supported by
constitutive chromatin interactions in MEFs and pro-B cells
may be the basis for underrepresentation, but not absence, of
these interactions.
To further examine the proposition that sites I-II-III represented
preferred pro-B-specific interaction sites, we used a probe, R.I.5,
that lies betweenRI andRII in FISHassays (Figure S5A). If looping
is random, then genomic proximity of probes RI.5-RII (separated
by 451 kb) would favor their pairwise association compared to
RI-RII (separated by 895 kb) or RII-RII.5 (separated by 685 kb).
Site II.5, co-located with FISH probe RII.5, is situated in subdo-
main C and is predicted to interact with site II based on our 5C
analyses (Figure 3).We found thatRI-RII andRII-RII.5 probe inter-
actions were similar in pro-B cell alleles. Notably, the spatial sep-
aration between R1.5-RII was significantly greater than either of
the other two interactions (Figures S5B and S5C), further
strengthening the notion that sites I, II, and III represented
preferred, rather than random interaction sites.
Spatial Organization of the Igh Locus Is Configured by
Three-Way Looping of Sites I-II-III
Because 5C assays assess chromatin interactions in popula-
tions of cells, our 5C studies did not distinguish between pair-
wise or more complex interactions among multiple interacting
sites. However, the high frequency of pairwise interactions be-
tween sites I-II, II-III, and I-III strongly suggested that these sites
interact with each other simultaneously (Figure 3). To directly
assess the frequency of three-way long-distance interactions,
we performed three-color 3D-FISH with RI (red), RII (green),
and RIII (blue) in primary pro-B cells (Figure 4A). Guidelines
used to score allele configurations in three-color FISH assays
are described (Figure S6). Our FISH studies indicated that loop
anchor sites I, II, and III were superimposed in three-way interac-
tions in a high proportion (31.5%) of pro-B cell alleles and were
spatially close on an additional 29% of alleles (Figure 4B, insets
a and a.1). Superimposed probes are indicative of molecular
contacts (Belmont, 2014). Conversely, probes RI-RII-RIII were
spatially separated on only 1%of alleles in pro-B cells (Figure 4B,
inset e). We infer that sites I–III engage in three-way interactions
in a high proportion of pro-B cells.
The pattern of probe interactions found in pro-B cells was
reversed in primary non-B lineage cells from the bone marrow.
Here, probes RI-RII-RIII overlapped on only 5.0% of alleles,
relative to 31% in pro-B cells, and were spatially close on an
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additional 12% alleles, as compared to 29% in pro-B cells (Fig-
ure 4C, insets a and a.1). Moreover, in non-B lineage cells the
most prevalent configuration of alleles positioned probes RI-
RII-RIII at a distance (42% compared to 1% in pro-B cells) (Fig-
ure 4C, inset e), presumably reflecting linear un-contracted loci
in these cells. Notably, probes RII-RIII are pairwise associated
in 20% of alleles of non-B lineage cells, whereas this configura-
tion occurs in only 3.5% of pro-B cell alleles (Figure 4B, inset d,
and Figure 4C, inset d). The presence of frequent RII-RIII
interactions in non-B lineage cells implies that the J558 VH
gene family is compacted in accord with the 5C findings (Fig-
ure 2). We conclude that spatial aggregation of sites I-II-III is
A
B C D
E F
G H
Figure 3. Sites I, II, and III Are Loop Attach-
ment Sites in Pro-B Cells
(A) Diagram of the C57Bl/6 Igh locus is shown with
genomic distances (Johnston et al., 2006). The
BAC probes used in FISH studies are indicated
by the blue, red, and green lines below the Igh
locus. Topological subdomains A (114,665,117–
115,239,000), B (115,239,000–115,949,000), and
C (116,069,000–116,874,000), and all genomic
coordinates are chr12, mm9. The Igh locus con-
tains approximately 100 VH gene segments that
span 2.4 Mb. The interspersed distal VH segments
at the 50 end of the locus are composed of the J558
and 3609 families. The 7183 family is located at the
proximal end of the locus. The intermediate VH
segments are composed of the S107 family along
with nine smaller VH families. Representative VH
gene segments are positioned above the locus,
Vh81.X (Vh7183.2.3; 114816717–114817010),
507183 (Vh7183.20.37; 115097360–115097653),
30558 (VhJ558.1.85; 115707286–115707582),
J558.88.194 (VhJ558.88.194; 117238239–
117238532). The vertical blue bar on the locus
located between the constant region genes (CH)
and 7183 VH segments contains the joining (JH) and
diversity (DH) gene segments. The CH genes
encode Igh isotypes and span an additional 220 kb.
Not shown: Em is located between the JH and CH
gene segments and 30Ea an enhancer at the 30 end
of the locus.
(B) Three-color FISH using purified bone-marrow
Rag2-deficient pro-B cells. BAC probes are indi-
cated in (A) and color coded as indicated.
A representative nucleus is shown. Probes labeled
with Alexa Fluor 594 (red), 488 (green), and Alexa
Fluor 697 (blue) were hybridized to fixed
pro-B cells. Probe signals were from epifluor-
escence microscopy, and the distances be-
tween probes were computed as described
(Jhunjhunwala et al., 2008). Probes combinations
were red and green (RI-RII) and red and
blue (H14-RI).
(C) Quantitation of FISH data. The distance be-
tween the red, green, and blue FISH signals shown
in (B) for 100–300 alleles were divided into four
categories: <0.3, 0.31–0.5, 0.51–0.8, and 0.81–
1.0 mm. The percentage of Igh alleles in each
category was determined (y axis) for each probe
combination and is represented in different colors.
Probe combinations are indicated on the x axis below the histograms. Purified pro-B cells from at least three mice were used for each experiment.
(D) (Left panel) Cumulative frequency analyses are for each probe combination. (Right panel) Boxplots indicate the first and third quartiles, and the band inside the
box is the median distance between the probes. The whiskers indicate the ninth and 91st percentiles for probe distances, and outliers are indicated by the dots.
p values were calculated using the Mann-Whitney U test. ***p < 0.0001.
(E) Three-color FISH using purified BM pro-B and non-B cells on the Rag2-deficient background. Cells are from at least three mice. BAC probes are shown in (A).
Probes combinations were red and green (RI-RII), red and blue (RI-RIII), and green and blue (RII-RIII).
(F) Quantitation of FISH data. 3D FISH signals shown in (E) for 100–300 alleles were quantitated as described in (C). Probe combinations are shown above the
histograms.
(G and H) p values are calculated in Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Wilcoxon tests (see Table S6). Cumulative frequency analyses (G) and boxplots (H) are shown
for each probe combination in each cell type. P = pro-B, N = non-B in (H).
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pro-B-selective and that these interactionsmay comprise impor-
tant determinants of VH locus compaction (Figure 4D).
Meta-Loop Formation through Sites I, II, and III Is Em
Independent
The tissue-specific Em enhancer is required for V(D)J joining
(Afshar et al., 2006; Perlot et al., 2005) and for mediating a subset
of long-range chromatin interactions that contribute to locus
compaction (Guo et al., 2011a). Earlier studies showed that Em in-
teracted with two sites in the VH region (Guo et al., 2011a). One of
these sites, 507183, lies close to RI identified in this study; the
other, referred to as 30558, lies between RI and RII (Figures 3A
and 5A). We had proposed that Em-507183 and Em-30558 associa-
tions bring the VH region close to the DJH part of the locus to
facilitate VH recombination (Guo et al., 2011a). Our current obser-
vations suggested two possibilities: (1) that RI-II-III interactions
were a part of Em-dependent locus contraction or (2) that RI-II-III
interactions folded the VH domain independent of Em. To distin-
guish between these possibilities, we performed three-color 3D
FISH to measure RI-II-III associations on Igh alleles with defined
deletions.
We used P–E+ alleles that lack a promoter associated with the
30 most DH gene segment DQ52 and P
–E- alleles that lack both
the DQ52 promoter and Em (Afshar et al., 2006). P–E+ alleles
behave indistinguishably from WT Igh alleles in most epigenetic
and locus conformation assays, whereas P–E– alleles are sub-
stantially different (Guo et al., 2011a). We therefore attribute dif-
ferences between these two alleles to the presence, or absence,
of Em. Both Igh genotypes were examined in a RAG2-deficient
context to preserve the locus in an unchanged configuration.
Using purified primary pro-B cells, we found that FISH signals
from RI (red), RII (green), and RIII (blue) probes were virtually su-
perimposable for both P–E+ or P–E– Igh alleles (Figure 5B and
quantified in Figures 5C and 5D; also see Table S6).We conclude
that interactions between sites I-III represent Em-independent
looping within the VH locus.
Site-I-III-Mediated Looping Is Pax5 Dependent
Contraction of the Igh locus in pro-B cells is altered by the tran-
scription factor, Pax5 (Fuxa et al., 2004). This effect is thought to
be mediated by Pax5 binding to a series of 14 Pax5-associated
intergenic repeat (PAIR) sequences that are spread across
750 kb spanning the distal J558 VH genes. PAIR motifs are
composed of Pax5, E2A, and CTCF binding sites (Ebert et al.,
2011). Sites II.5 and III overlap with PAIR 6–8 and 10–11, respec-
tively. PAX5 occupancy has been detected at these sites in vivo
(Ebert et al., 2011). However, the means by which Pax5 binding
to PAIR elements contracts the locus remains unclear. Because
specific chromatin interaction sites that mediate Igh locus
contraction have not been identified, one working model is that
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Figure 4. Sites I-II-III Are Selectively Superimposed in Pro-B Cells
Three-color FISH data for200 nuclei for each probe set. Allele configurations
and probe distances are defined in Figure S6. Purified pro-B cells from at least
three mice were used for each of two experiments. p values are derived in
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the Wilcoxon tests (see Table S6).
(A) A schematic of the WT Igh locus with genomic distances between BAC
probes. The probes combinations are RI (red), RII (green), and RIII (blue). The
topological subdomains A, B, and C that are derived from the 5C studies
shown in Figure 2 are arrayed at bottom.
(B and C) BAC probes RI, RII, and RIII, labeled as indicated, were hybridized
simultaneously to Rag2-deficient pro-B cells (B) or non-B cells (C) from bone
marrow of Rag2-deficient mice. The percentage of Igh alleles in various spatial
configurations as schematized above each inset is indicated.
(D) Histograms summarizing the three-color FISH results shown in (B) and (C)
using the probe combinations RI, RII, and RIII for pro-B cells (blue bars) and
non-B lineage cells (red bars) (x axis). The percentage of alleles in which two-
or three-probes are superimposed or in very close contact are indicated
(y axis).
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locus contraction occurs by mechanisms that are distinct from
classical chromatin looping (Medvedovic et al., 2013). Therefore,
it was of significant interest to determine the role of Pax5 in chro-
matin looping at sites I, II, and III. For this, we carried out FISH
with probes RI (blue), RII (red), and RIII (green) in pro-B cells
from RAG2-deficient and Pax5-deficient mice (Figures 5A and
5E). We found that Pax5 deficiency had little impact on RI-RII
pairwise association but significantly disrupted interactions be-
tween sites II-III as well as sites I-III (Figures 5F and 5G; also
see Table S6). We conclude that Pax5 ensures interactions be-
tween sites II and III (Figure 5H, red line). When this interaction
is disrupted in the absence of Pax5, the anchor sites I-II are
released from site III, thereby altering the spatial distance
between sites I and III. That is, Pax5-independent interactions
between site I-II and Pax5-dependent interactions between
site II-III bring all three sites together in pro-B cells. Alternatively,
site I may also directly interact with site III in a Pax5-dependent
manner (Figure 5H, dashed red line). Our three-color FISH
studies indicate that interactions between sites I-III and II-III
are infrequent, whereas the three-way association of sites I-II-III
is the most prevalent looping configuration in pro-B cell nuclei
(Figure 4D). Looping between sites I and II is the next most
frequent interaction and also very prevalent (Figure 4D). Thus,
we favor a model in which Pax5 facilitates locus contraction by
promoting looping of site III with sites I and II (Figure 5H).
DISCUSSION
Our studies define several levels of topological fine structure
within the IgH TAD/LAD that provide unique insights into the
3D architecture of the locus. First, HiC studies indicate that the
Igh locus is encompassed within an i-TOF at the pro-B cell stage
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Figure 5. Locus Contraction Mediated
by Sites I-II-III Is Em Independent but Re-
quires Pax5
(A) A diagram of the Igh locus indicates the location
and distances between the three FISH probes RI,
RII, and RIII. The lower three lines show an ex-
panded section of the Igh locus from 30RR through
the DH cluster and ending with the proximal VH
gene segment, 7183. Em (blue oval) is a trans-
cription enhancer located in the JH-Cm intron,
and PQ52 (green oval) is a promoter associated
with the 30 most DH gene segment, DQ52. De-
letions of PQ52 (P–) and/or Em (E–) are indicated (gray
ovals).
(B) Three-color FISH using purified Rag-deficient
pro-B cells that are deleted for PQ52 (P–E+) and for
both PQ52 and Em (P–E–). BAC probes are RI (red), RII
(green), and RIII (blue). A representative nucleus is
shown for each genotype. Probe contacts were red
and green (RI-RII), red and blue (RI-RIII), and green
and blue (RII-RIII).
(C) Quantitation of FISH data. The distance between
the red, green, and blue FISH signals shown in (B) for
200 nuclei were divided into five categories: <0.3,
0.31–0.5, 0.51–0.8, 0.81–1.0, and >1.0 mm. The
percentage of Igh alleles in each category (y axis) for
each Igh genotype (x axis) is represented in different
colors. Probe combinations are shown above the
histograms. Purified pro-B cells from at least three
mice were used for each experiment. Data are from
at least two independent experiments.
(D) Cumulative frequency analyses are shown for
each probe combination, and the genotypes are
indicated. p values are defined by Kolmogorov-
Smirnov and Wilcoxon tests (see Table S6).
(E) Three-color FISH using Rag2/ or Pax5/ pro-B
cells and BAC probes are as in (A) and were
labeled as follows: RI (blue), RII (red), and RIII
(green). Representative nuclei from each genotype
are shown.
(F) Distances between the probe signals were
analyzed in 100 nuclei.
(G) Cumulative frequency analyses are shown.
p values are summarized in Table S6.
(H) A diagram of Igh topological subdomains A (pink box), B (yellow box), and C (blue box). Em (blue dot), 30Ea (red dot), and sites I, II, II.5, and III (orange circles) are
located along the diagonal. The gray rectangular arms extending from 30Ea indicate increased 5C interactions in pro-B cells. Loops that anchored at sites I, II, II.5,
and III and that are Pax5 dependent (red, dashed red), Pax5 independent (blue), and not tested (gray).
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of development. Second, 5C studies reveal three distinct topo-
logical subdomains in pro-B cells and MEFs (Figure 6). Subdo-
main A, which covers approximately 440 kb, extends from
Em to the newly identified site I. Subdomain C covers 1.1 Mb
and extends between newly identified sites II and III. Extensive
intra-domain contacts are evident within these two domains.
The region between sites I and II, thatwe refer to as subdomainB,
differs from the other two domains in having many fewer intra-
domain contacts.
Subdomain A, which encompasses proximal VH genes, in
MEFs becomes subsumed within a larger subdomain that ex-
tends from site I to near the 30Ea enhancer at the 30 end of the
Igh locus in pro-B cells. These differences reflect chromatin inter-
actions with the B lineage-specific Em and 30Ea enhancers in pro-
Bcells. Emand30Eawerepreviously shown to interact together as
well as with the 50 end of the VH7183 gene family (Guo et al.,
2011a; Kumar et al., 2013). Several earlier observations have
shown that proximal VH genes are regulated differently from the
rest of the VH genes. Proximal VH genes recombine normally,
whereas distal VH gene recombination is reduced in Pax5-,
YY1-, and Ezh2-deficient pro-B cells (Fuxa et al., 2004; Hesslein
et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2007; Reynaud et al., 2008). Thus, encap-
sulation of proximal VH genes together with the DH/JH part of
the locus within subdomain A may, in part, distinguish them
from distal VH genes that lie within subdomain C.
Intra-domain contacts within subdomain C occur in pro-B
cells and MEFs. Earlier evidence suggests that CTCF, cohesin,
and Mediator-1 anchor constitutive architectural chromatin
contacts between and within constitutive topological subdo-
mains (Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013). However, the Igh locus,
including the expanse of subdomain C, is devoid of these factors
prior to the pro-B cell stage of development. We infer that consti-
tutive topologies may be mediated by other, as-yet-undefined,
means.
Third, our 5C and FISH studies identify long-range, B lineage-
specific interactions between subdomains (Figure 6A, blue and
red arcs). These interactions, that we term meta-loops, serve
to bring the three subdomains into spatial proximity in pro-B cells
(Figures 6B and 6C). The importance of interactions between
sites I, II, and III is revealed in the juxtaposition of all three sites
in approximately 60% of pro-B cells compared to <20% non-B
cells. As a consequence, the entire VH region is brought into
proximity of the DH/JH region of the locus to enable comparable
access of all VH gene segments for recombination. It is intriguing
that a small proportion of sites I, II, and III are also in close prox-
imity in non-B cells. One possibility is that this is stochastic. An
interesting alternate possibility is that these regions are favored
sites of interaction in non-B cells as well, and it is only the fre-
quency of interaction that changes in pro-B cells. In other words,
pro-B cells utilize constitutively favored interactions to maximize
locus compaction. The binding of architectural proteins, such as
CTCF and Pax5, at sites I, II, and III in pro-B cells may facilitate
such interactions.
Fourth, we demonstrate that Pax5 is essential to bring site III
into contact with sites I and II (Figure 6A, red arcs). Since site
I-II interactions are unaffected in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells, we
conclude that Pax5 primarily drives interactions with site III. It
is noteworthy that the 14 PAIR elements that were proposed to
mediate locus compaction via Pax5 are all located in the
genomic region spanning subdomain C and PAIR motifs 10
and 11 overlap with site III (Ebert et al., 2011). In the absence
of site III interactions, VHJ558 gene segments (subdomain C)
fail to gain proximity to site I and subdomain A providing a plau-
sible explanation for reduced VHJ558 rearrangements in Pax5-
deficient pro-B cells. We also note that VH locus compaction,
revealed as three-way interaction between sites I, II, and III
does not require the intronic enhancer Em.
Since the pioneering studies of Kosak et al., it is clear that the
50 and 30 ends of the Igh locus are closer in pro-B cells compared
to other non-B lineage cells (Kosak et al., 2002). The term locus
compaction/contraction is frequently used to refer to this phe-
nomenon. A recent HiC study was interpreted to suggest that
in pro-B cells the 30 end regulatory region (30 RR) located at the
Igh locus boundary may function as a super-anchor that creates
proximity between proximal and distal gene segments based on
numerous CTCF-directed looping interactions along the length
of the locus (Benner et al., 2015). However, HiC analyses are
relatively low resolution due to sequencing depth limitations in
conjunction with very large binning windows (R100 kb) and
therefore lack the sensitivity to identify interactions between
specific motifs or determine whether those contacts are direct
or indirect. An important conceptual point that emerges from
our high-resolution 5C studies is that locus compaction is the
result of several overlapping phenomena that are mediated by
discrete and independent chromatin loops. We propose that
meta-loops serve to compact the conserved topological folds
of subdomains A–C. The topological folds may gain their struc-
ture in pro-B cells via CTCF-dependent short-range locus
compaction. Thus, partial locus compaction and its conse-
quences are evident in special circumstances. Pax5-induced
locus compaction (Fuxa et al., 2004) is focused on site III and
only affects distal VH genes, whereas Em-dependent locus
A B
C
Figure 6. Site I Coordinates VH Locus Contraction
(A) (Top) Topological subdomains A–C and VH gene families are drawn
approximately to scale. Sites I, II, II.5, and III (orange circles) are aligned with
their positions in topological subdomains and with respect to VH gene families.
(Bottom) Meta-looping interactions anchored at sites I, II, II.5, and III (orange
circles) are Pax5 dependent (red arc), independent (blue arc), and not tested
(black arc). Green arcs, Em-dependent loops (Guo et al., 2011a); gray arc, 30Ea
loops with Em (Kumar et al., 2013) and site I.
(B andC) Diagrams of subdomain A, B, and C. Sites I, II, and III (orange circles).
Dots indicate 30Ea (red) and Em (teal). (B) Non-B cells: topological subdomains
A, B, and C are in an extended configuration. (C) In pro-B cells, site I loops with
sites II and III and with Em and 30Ea to contract the locus.
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compaction (Guo et al., 2011a) affects interaction between the
30 Igh region (subdomain A) and the VH region (Figure 6A, green
arcs). Accordingly, only distal VH gene recombination is
affected in Pax5-deficient cells (Hesslein et al., 2003). Because
Em deletion is pleiotropic, its effect on VH recombination per
se is difficult to deconvolute. In summary, we propose that the
Igh locus is contracted by means of meta-loops that are
anchored at sites I-III and are mediated by distinct genetic
factors.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice and Primary Cell Culture and Cell Lines and FISH
P–E+ and P–E– mice were previously described (Afshar et al., 2006). Rag-
deficient mice on the C57BL/6 background were from Jackson Laboratory
or maintained in colonies at the University of Illinois College of Medicine, or
the NIA, NIH. All mouse procedures were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care Committee of the University of Illinois College of Medicine,
or the NIA, NIH animal facilities, in accordance with protocols approved by
the UIC or NIA Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees. For all other
pro-B cell analyses, Rag2/ pro-B cells were cultured as previously
described (Sayegh et al., 2005) with minor modifications. CD19+ cells were
isolated using anti-CD19-coupled magnetic beads (Miltenyi) and cultured in
the presence of interleukin 7 (IL-7) (1% v/v supernatant of a J558L cell line
stably expressing IL-7) for 4 days. Pax5-deficient pro-B cells were kindly pro-
vided by Dr. J. Pongubala. The Abelson-MuLV-transformed pro-B cell line was
D345 (Ji et al., 2010). FISH was performed as described (Guo et al., 2011a).
Additional experimental details are available online in Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures.
Hi-C and 5C Libraries and Analyses
HiC libraries derived from A-MuLV-transformed cell lines that were previously
described (Bredemeyer et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012). 5C library construction
was performed as described (Dostie and Dekker, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013)
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
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